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 COMMUNICATIONS [4671

 On Patrick Riley's "On Kant as the Most Adequate of the Social

 Contract Theorists" (Volume 1, No. 4, November 1973)

 Writing in Political Theory (I: 450-471), Professor Patrick Riley

 contends that Kant is the most adequate of the social contract theorists

 because he, unlike Hobbes and Locke, "is able to rescue a rational

 foundation for a distinction between morality and psychology" (p. 458).

 But Kant's superiority to other social contract theorists can only be

 maintained if it can be shown that Kant, in "rescuing" that distinction, did

 not open his teaching to the devastating charge "that it is merely formal,
 that it has no content" (p. 460).

 To show that there. is content to Kant's ethics Riley-Kant argues that a

 rational being necessarily conceives of itself as an end-in-itself, as a being

 whose existence is of absolute worth in itself and that, consequently, such
 a conception is an objective principle (Riley is only willing to say: an
 intersubjective principle) and all laws of the will must be capable of being
 deduced therefrom (p. 462). Let us grant, for the sake of the argument,
 that a rational being necessarily so conceives of itself and that the other
 social contract theorists prove no such necessity ut only hold that men so
 conceive of themselves as an hypothesis of empirical psychology. I would
 like to raise two objections to Kant's introduction of a radical distinction

 between propositions referring to the phenomenal world of empirical

 psychology and those referring to the "noumenal world of intelligence."

 The first is an objection concerning practical applicability. Social
 contract theorists such as Hobbes and Locke often identify a set of

 phenomena as human, i.e., as belonging to an agent whose behavior is to

 be understood as flowing from an opinion of his own absolute worth. But

 such attributions only have the status of hypotheses. Their only warrant is

 their tested effectiveness in aiding the attributor deal with that set of

 phenomena in some desired way. The nominalism of classical social

 contract theorists leaves no room for objection in principle if a given set of

 "human" phenomena is classified by someone else as "untermenschlich,"
 for example. For Hobbes and Locke the only way of deciding the
 superiority of one or the other of such classifications is empirical

 experience. But does Kant offer any determinate way for one to decide in
 principle whether to classify this Jew or this gypsy or whomever as human

 (and so included within the moral laws of pure reason) rather than as an
 untermensch (and so not included therein)? Hobbes and Locke are at least
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 full of practical warnings about the dangers for oneself of mis-naming. For

 those practical warnings Kant substitutes a vast distraction in the form of a

 theory with no determinate relation to the phenomena of action. In a

 contest about a theory of practice, Hobbes and Locke are superior to

 Kant, winning hands down on the only available ground of differentiation:

 an elegant economy of theory.

 My second objection is more theoretical. The core of Riley's claim to
 Kant's superiority is drawn from Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sitten.

 There "above all" Kant gave "moral 'content' " to the seeming formalism
 of his other writings (pp. 460-461). Kant claims that "every . . . precept

 ... that is grounded on principles of mere experience [rather than on

 principles of pure reason] can be called a practical rule but never a moral
 law insofar as it rests in the least on empirical grounds" (Vorrede

 [Akademie-Ausgabe, IV: 389], my translation). Let us also grant for the

 sake of the argument that Kant succeeds in showing that universality or

 unlimited rational consistency in willing is the form of the moral law and

 that "the rational nature exists as an end in itself' (ibid., p. 429). But to

 go from there to any social or political ethic requires the further premise

 that there is or can be either a plurality of rational natures or a plurality of

 rational beings of the same nature. Without such a premise only a

 "monastic" moral teaching is possible, a moral teaching that refers in no

 way to rational beings other than oneself whose rationality is presumably
 intuited. Does not Kant simply take it for granted that there is a plurality

 of rational beings, of men? So do I. But Kant needs to show that such an
 assumption or the possibility of such a state of affairs does not rest on the

 least empirical evidence. Where does he make such a showing? Unless he

 does so convincingly, he is not only not superior to the classic social

 contract theorists, he is not, by his own standards, a social or political

 theorist at all; he only appears to be one.

 -E. A. Goerner
 University of Notre Dame
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